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Rascal-Hans Fuerst

All friendships must come to an end someday. It might end right away after a couple of weeks, or it could go on

until one of the friends die. Friendship is a weird thing and it could end at anytime.

When Noun noticed Noun had been fighting and flirting with other raccoons in mating season

Verb - Past Tense decided he would let Rascal go. It was really hard for Noun to release

Noun , but Pronoun had to make it the best for his little furry friend. Pronoun felt that

Pronoun was being cruel to him keeping him inside of a confound space made from wood and chicken

wire. Adverb , Sterling finished his Noun in order to drop Noun off in the woods

where Pronoun first found him. Noun was feeling sad and happy for Noun at the same

time. Pronoun was happy that Noun would find a mate and have kits, Coordinating 

conjunction Pronoun was sad that he would lose a friend. When he dropped Noun off

Pronoun saw a female Noun starting to Verb - Base Form in a flirty way as Rascal was

doing the same. When the hyper Rascal Verb - Past Tense off of the Noun to go with his mate,

Sterling realized that Pronoun would miss small things he did with Rascal such as eating

Determiner Noun or Verb - Present ends in ING in the Noun - Plural .

Stop! this is not the end of this story, maybe Noun will find Noun another day, or

Noun will raise another Noun kit! Youll need to wait until next Noun .
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